PC is a preeminent urban campus that continually, positively changes the lives of all those which we serve.

We come from all over globe, from different cultures, speaking different languages, but we are all PC Bears.

**FEATURED**

Phoenix College CTE Associate Dean Appointed Interim Dean of Instruction | MORE

**EVENTS**

Experience Phoenix College Fine Arts - Mark Your Calendar for September Events | MORE

**NEWS**

New web site launch sparks growth in internet | MORE
The New Phoenix College Website home page!

The left side navigation now has the links you use most. Whether you are a prospective student, a current student, alumni, an employee or member of the community, you can now find needed information faster.
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This is where you, the visitor will be able to catch up on current and upcoming events of the campus and read news stories about Phoenix College, its students, its staff and faculty, and how we are making a positive impact in our community.
The left side navigation drops down to reveal more selections.

Notice the page layout and navigation does not change dramatically between pages, so you only need to learn one form of navigation.